
BEHIND THE GLASS
A film by Assaf Bernstein

You are not alone.



Synopsis

BEHIND THE GLASS is a psychological thriller that tells the story of
MARIA, a shy and reclusive 17 year-old high school girl, alienated by her
parents and outcast by her peers. She finds a confidant, and ultimately
her demise, in her own mirror image.



Creative Elements
A Director’s Perspective

The idea of BEHIND THE GLASS first came to me over 30 years ago. The notion that one’s reflection
can have a life of its own scared me out of my mind. I knew it would make for an incredible film but I
was not ready for it then. I didn’t have the skill or the maturity needed to tackle it at the time. Well, I
was just ten-years-old. I grew up and the idea of APART grew inside of me, with me. When I went to
NYU film school it was the first screenplay I wanted to write. But yet I couldn’t. I couldn’t come to
terms with the story’s sheer power. Nor could I face the dark authentic place within my soul which
gave birth to it. Only in 2011 when The Debt’s remake opened at the #2 slot at the box office and in a
matter of days a story I wrote reached millions of people, I realized it was time to write what I always
wanted to but never dared. I did what I had to do; I locked myself in my office for two weeks and I
wrote. I wrote fast and with a lucid clarity. The scenes just poured out of me. Thirty years of
preparation erupted in 14 days. It was done. The result is BEHIND THE GLASS. The story of a rejected
teenage girl who finds solace in her own mirror image from the torments of high-school and her
alienating parents. Through the looking glass she finds a friend who listens to her, encourages her
and guides her. The reflection knows all her secret desires and darkest dreams. After all they are one
and the same. The “girls” trade places and the evil twin eventually takes over. Her repressed sexuality
and ferocious violence erupt with an intoxicatingly dangerous sense of freedom. It is when BEHIND
THE GLASS’ dark ride almost spins out of control that the film’s real question gnaws its way to the
foreground: Is the reflection a foreign entity or is the girl slowly losing her mind? In other words; when
she talks to her reflection is she actually talking to herself? BEHIND THE GLASS’ enigma is the core of
its power. I believe this disconcerting duality exists within all of us. We desire what we fear. We are
desperately drawn to the same things that repel us. We lock away our killers yet we crave to see their
bloody feats on TV. Is it possible that we fear violence and cruelty because we recognize them within
us? Do we fear the dark stranger or do we fear he is not a stranger at all? Maybe the reason we find it
hard to face ourselves in the mirror is because we see all this in our reflection; the darkness that is
part of us, the part that we rarely look at yet secretly know to be there.



Creative Elements
Cast

The film revolves around Maria, the reclusive teenager and her reflection; her imagined evil twin. This is a
rare and challenging dual role. The kind of role an actress yearns for, a role where she can show the full
range of her talent; in the tradition of famous career making dual roles like Jeremy Irons in Dead Ringers,
Naomi Watts in Mulholland Drive and Lindsay Lohan in The Parent Trap.

I also intend to flank her with two great actors for the deeply moving roles of her parents, Dan and Amy,
two tortured souls bound together by a terrible secret revolving around their daughter’s birth. A secret
that has deformed their lives and their marriage. Dan is an emotionally distant, extremely successful
plastic surgeon, a seemingly perfect shell of a man. A shell that is about to crack. While Amy is torn
between her wish for a sedated, emotionally safe existence and her deeper desire to break free of the net
of lies that has become the very fabric of her existence.



Creative Elements
Style

Although BEHIND THE GLASS is deeply embedded in the Psychological Thriller genre, the intention is to imbue
the film with a persuasive sense of realism. The viewers need to believe the personal and emotional drama the
characters are going through and have the frightening elements creep into the story unnoticed. A good
reference point would be Black Swan. APART deals with a dual character. Maria is timid and emotionally fragile
and her reflection is confidant, sexy and aloof. My objective is to reflect this duality cinematically and shoot
the film in two separate cinematic styles. When in Maria’s point of view the camera will be hand held, organic
and constantly subjective. On the other hand when it is her reflection who is in charge the cinematic style will
shift dramatically and become stable , distant and painfully controlled.



Creative Elements
Locations as Powerful as Characters

The story takes place in the dead of winter in a wealthy Northeastern town.  in lavish  isolation that 
only gated communities can provide, I will depict the susceptibility of  Maria, an only child estranged 
by her self absorbed parents.  Her affluent world  is immaculately designed ,  money and beauty 
seem to be  the only  true values in her high school, her community, and her home. This privileged 
yet emotionally cold  reality suppresses Maria’s  “ugly”  feelings; depression, jealousy and rage. Yet 
they are there,  reflected in the mirror, waiting for their chance to break the surface. I intend to  
capture this chill of anticipation and dread from frame one with a haunting style and ominous 
presence. 



Assaf Bernstein 
Writer/Director

Assaf Bernstein has graduated Cum Laude from NYU Film school. His short 
films and documentaries won numerous international awards . 

The Debt,(2007) a psychological Thriller, is his feature film debut as writer/ 
director. The critically acclaimed film was selected for numerous international 
festivals and is distributed in the U.S. by IFC FILMS. The Miramax remake of 
The Debt (titled the same) has adapted Assaf’s screenplay by Mathew Vaughn 
and stars Oscar winners Helen Mirren and Jessica Chastain as well as Sam 
Worthington and Tom Wilkinson. It has opened in the # 2 slot at the U.S. Box 
Office In August 2011 and went on to gross more than $75M worldwide. 

Alenby (2012) Assaf has directed all 12 episodes of Alenby a tense neo- noir 
TV series for Israel’s channel 10. Alenby was received with great local 
success. It was nominated for all 12 Israeli Academy awards and is headed 
for a U.S. remake by TNT to be shot in Brazil. 

Fauda (2015) Assaf was director and showrunner for Fauda (12 episodes) 
about undercover Israeli agents and their desperate and bloody hunt for 
Hamas fighters in the occupied territories for the broadcaster YES. Fauda is 
hailed as one of the best TV series of all time to have come out of Israel. 
It is won  the Israeli  academy award for Best Series 2015 and is headed for a 
cable remake. 

In 2016 Assaf will shoot his next feature BEHIND THE GLASS, a psychological 
thriller to be shot in the U.S. 

To view Assaf’s work go to  - www.assafbernstein.com



Dana Lustig
Producer 

Dana Lustig has directed five feature films and produced over 20 
independent features.

In June 2016 Dana produced JUNGLE staring Daniel Radcliffe. An amazing 
true survival story shot on location in the most exotic Jungles in Colombia 
and Australia. 

Dana’s previous production, a film noir THE FRONTIER, premiered at SXSW in 
March 2015 and was picked up for theatrical distribution by Alchemy

For ten years, Dana was a partner at BERGMAN LUSTIG PRODUCTIONS along 
with Ram Bergman. BLP produced BRICK, which was nominated for the 
Independent Spirit Award and bought by Focus Features at Sundance. 

Among others, Dana produced DANCING AT THE BLUE IGUANA, directed by 
Oscar nominee Michael Radford (Il Postino ). 

In 2011 Dana directed in London the dark love story A THOUSAND KISSES 
DEEP starring Dougray Scott, Emilia Fox, Jodi Whittaker, and David Warner. 
The movie was nominated to the BIFA awards. Dana’s other directing credits 
include the comedy WILD CHERRY with Rob Schneider, KILL ME LATER, 
starring Selma Blair and CONFESSIONS OF A SOCIOPATHIC SOCIAL CLIMBER 
starring Jennifer Love Hewitt, the highest rated telecast for Oxygen Channel’ 
s original programming in the network’s history at the time. Dana was born 
in Israel, and after moving to the US, she graduated from AFI . Dana is a 
member of the DGC, PGA and SAG.



Brad Kaplan 
Producer 

Brad Kaplan was born and raised in Miami, Florida. In 1995, he landed his 
first studio position at Warner Brothers based Silver Pictures as Mr. Silver’s 
assistant, and worked his way up to Production Executive. He worked on the 
development and production of films such as LETHAL WEAPON 4, 
CONSPIRACY THEORY, EXECUTIVE DECISION, and THE MATRIX. In October 
2001, Mr. Kaplan brought his development and managerial skills together, 
joining Evolution Entertainment where he was a partner. In his time at 
Evolution he has honed his talent for finding and developing the careers of 
up and coming and veteran writers and directors alike. Mr. Kaplan has sold 
and set up dozens of feature scripts, pitches and television series. Mr. Kaplan 
Co-Produced the experimental viral feature VLOG for Twisted Pictures (SAW 
franchise). It was viewed online over 10 million times. Following that, he 
Executive Produced TENNESSEE with Lee Daniels and starring Mariah Carey, 
Adam Rothenberg, and Ethan Peck, which was released by Vivendi Universal. 
Soon after marked the release of LOTTERY TICKET, starring Ice Cube, by 
Warner Bros./Alcon Entertainment, which Mr. Kaplan Co-Produced. Currently, 
Mr. Kaplan is producing several features. SUBMERGED, which he produced 
alongside Cassian Elwes which Steven C. Miller directed, was released in 2015 
through IFC Midnight. Brad is currently casting GIRLS CAN’T PLAY POOL, 
which he is producing with Permut Presentations. Mr. Kaplan has partnered 
with Fortitude International to produce AMSTERDAM with Patrick Monroe 
directing and is currently casting. Mr. Kaplan recently Executive Produced MR. 
CHURCH, starring Eddie Murphy, Britt Robertson and Natasha McElhone
which Bruce Beresford (DRIVING MISS DAISY) directed and Cinelou (CAKE) 
financed. MR. CHURCH will premiere at the Tribeca Film Festival April 2016 
and will be released this year. Mr. Kaplan is currently packaging SIX as a 
television series with Mark Burg (SAW franchise) originating from a proof of 
concept short film. 



Gig Kaplan
Producer 

Gig Kaplan (Co-Founder of wix.com) is a web visionary with 
extensive experience in product and technological invention. 
Gig has managed to revolutionize the web by developing the 
technology allowing everyone to easily create a professional 
and striking web presence.

Wix.com (NASDAQ:WIX), a $1.1B public company with 85M 
users, is the leading global website building platform. Wix
disrupted the web site building space, allowing people 
without tech and design background to easily get online with 
a stunning, professional website, without creative limits.

Wix, with more than a $150M marketing budget, is an online 
and social marketing powerhouse, and has an ongoing 
relationship with Hollywood. In February 2016, Wix & 
DreamWork’s “KUNG FU PANDA” teamed up on a Superbowl
Ad, which won the online views battle, beating advertising 
giants such as Amazon, T-Mobile and Budweiser.

In 2016, Gig opened Ace in the Hole Productions along with 
Assaf Bernstein. Their first feature film will be “Behind the 
Glass” to be shot later this year. 


